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Online and in the real world, communities are bonded together by emotional consensus around core issues. Emotional responses
to scientific findings often play a pivotal role in these core issues. When there is too much diversity of opinion on topics of science,
emotions flare up and give rise to conflict. This conflict threatens positive outcomes for research. Emotions have the power to shape
how people process new information. They can color the public’s understanding of science, motivate policy positions, even change
lives. And yet little work has been done to evaluate the public’s emotional response to science using quantitative methods. In this
paper, we use a dataset of responses to scholarly articles on Facebook to analyze the dynamics of emotional valence, intensity, and
diversity. We present a novel way of weighting click-based reactions that increases their comprehensibility, and use these weighted
reactions to develop new metrics of aggregate emotional responses. We use our metrics along with LDA topic models and statistical
testing to investigate how users’ emotional responses differ from one scientific topic to another. We find that research articles related
to gender, genetics, or agricultural/environmental sciences elicit significantly different emotional responses from users than other
research topics. We also find that there is generally a positive response to scientific research on Facebook, and that articles generating
a positive emotional response are more likely to be widely shared—a conclusion that contradicts previous studies of other social media
platforms.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: social computing, Facebook reactions, social media, web mining, text analytics, emotions, emotion
detection, click-based reactions, altmetrics
1 INTRODUCTION
The rate at which information is being shared and reacted to on social-media platforms is increasing year by year. In
June 2019, 293,000 new posts and 510,000 new comments were made on Facebook every minute [1]. These platforms
have further accelerated the speed of content evaluation and feedback with features such as click-based reactions. These
relatively new features provide users with a quick and easy way to respond to content in a manner that is still personal
and expressive. They have been introduced on platforms such as Facebook, which expanded its reaction palette in 2016,
and LinkedIn, which increased the number of click-based reactions available to users in 2019. Until now, however, very
little research has been undertaken to advance our understanding of these novel features.
Click-based reactions offer obvious benefits to researchers in the fields of bibliometrics and alternative metrics
(or altmetrics)—a growing area of interest that takes into consideration the dissemination of a research outcome via
multiple social media platforms [2–5]. Previous studies have used citations as the gold standard for understanding and
predicting the influence that scholarly research has on the scientific community itself [6], but evaluating the emotional
impact that work may have on society has remained largely untouched. Click-based reactions may provide a way to
approach this question of how research is affecting society.
It is often the case that advancements in scientific understanding are preceded by advancements in measurement.
Though there are well-established methods and tools for analyzing the sentiment of texts, the novelty of click-based
reactions has meant that there are not the same resources available for analyzing emotions expressed through clicks.
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Fig. 1. The six click-based reactions available to users on Facebook.
In this paper we present a heuristic for analyzing click-based responses to social-media content. We borrow from
psychological research the concepts of emotional valence, intensity, and diversity, using them to gain an improved
understanding of how Facebook users are responding to scientific research through their reactions. We develop metrics
for these emotional concepts after careful analysis of a dataset of Facebook reactions that we collected for this study.
Finally, we apply our newly developed methods and metrics to our data. We are most interested in learning about
aggregate behavior and sentiment toward topics of science rather than toward individual articles, therefore we cluster
the articles in our dataset using an LDA topic model and perform statistical testing to learn how user expressed
sentiment changes based on the shared content.
2 BACKGROUND
We begin by defining a few important terms:
• Click-based reactions: features on social-media platforms that allow users to leave a quick and easy response
to content; click-based reactions are non-textual and are related to textual emojis, which convey emotional
responses through pictograms; on Facebook, click-based reactions include the six buttons “Like,” “Love,” “Wow,”
“Laughter,” “Sad,” and “Anger”; Figure 1 shows the six click-based reactions from Facebook.
• Five special reactions: the five click-based reactions: “Love,” “Wow,” “Laughter,” “Sad,” and “Anger.”
• Page visibility: the number of followers a Facebook page has; Facebook allows users to like or follow pages;
after following a page, a user will begin to see content shared by or on those pages on their own timeline.
• Shares: the number of public Facebook pages an article has been posted onto.
• Reshares: the number of times users have re-shared a public post of an article onto another private or public
page. Our dataset contains reactions to the initial share and the number of “Reshares,” but we do not have reaction
data from article “Reshares.”
• Articles: our dataset consists of Facebook reactions to research related articles; for convenience, these are
sometimes referred to as “documents,” especially in the description of feature transformation.
2.1 Measuring emotion
When evaluating the emotional responses that a group of users have to social media content, three factors are particularly
relevant: the valence, intensity, and diversity of the response. In psychological literature, these factors usually refer to
the emotional response of an individual [7–11]. Since we are interested in measuring aggregate responses here, we
are instead treating these three variables as indications of aggregate response to content. Taking measurements of
individual users would not be possible with the data we collected for a number of reasons. First and foremost, we took
precautions to avoid collecting information that could be used to identify specific users; measuring more granular
emotional responses would necessarily require more information about the individuals. Secondly, each user can only
click one reaction on a given post (they can, however, share and provide a reaction to a post). Although this information
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is useful in finding group responses, it is not at all helpful for identifying when an individual has a diverse or conflicted
response to a given paper.
The valence of response denotes the “direction” of the emotion (i.e., positive or negative). Positive emotions promote
social connections and playfulness [8], whereas negative emotions promote wariness and avoidance, though they
sometimes capture more attention than positive emotions [7, 12]. Valence is a binary measurement, and it is important
to note that negative responses can have beneficial effects for both individuals and communities [12]. The intensity of
an emotional response reflects the importance of information to respondents [9, 13, 14]. As the intensity of emotion
increases, the object of the emotion captures more of individuals’ attention [7, 10, 15, 16]. Intensity can also be used as
an indicator of how long information will be retained in a person’s memory [12]. More intense emotions are also more
likely to influence decision making [17].
The final factor we use here is diversity of response. It indicates the degree to which the user response to a post
simultaneously point in different emotional directions. It can indicate that content is controversial or that there is
not consensus about how a subject should be received or interpreted by a group of responders. A higher diversity of
emotional response about a post or article indicates that there is much variation in individuals’ responses and that
there is not consensus about a particular subject or issue [11].
2.2 Topic models
A topic model is a category of statistical model used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to discover latent semantic
structures or significant word groupings that occur in a corpus of texts. They are often built with a large body of
documents as a way to preserve the distinct properties of each document while also giving a brief description of each
as a unique mixture of topics. Topic models facilitate useful basic tasks in machine learning, such as summarization of
texts, determination of document relevance, detection of novelty, as well as classification.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic models were first applied in a machine learning context by Blei et al. [18].
The underlying idea of LDA is that documents can be represented as “random mixtures over latent topics,” and that
each topic can be represented as a probability distribution over words. It is this type of topic model that has been the
most widely applied in text mining literature. An LDA model takes as input a corpus of documents and a given number
of topics t that the user would like to discover, and defines t groups of words or n-grams that frequently co-occur. Each
document can then be represented as a distribution over the t topics.
3 LITERATURE REVIEW
Studies in social-media analytics tend to focus either on text, using approaches such as NLP, sentiment analysis,
or opinion mining to arrive at and support research conclusions, or on the proliferation of content through online
communities [19–22]. These approaches have proved effective for understanding or predicting many aspects of human
behavior, but they leave a number of other expressive signals unexamined. Click-based reactions, on the other hand, are
a relatively underutilized resource in social-media research. Examples of quick-draw, ready-made expressive features
are becoming increasingly prevalent across many platforms, and as such have attracted some amount of attention from
researchers in the past few years.
Several studies have been conducted to measure and understand emotions using social media data [23–27]. Tian
et al. [28] studied the way Facebook users modify the sentiment of their comments with emojis. They targeted posts
on public news pages, comparing three channels of expression: natural language, emojis, and reactions. They found
that generally the emotional content of emojis and reactions correspond, but that in instances of sarcasm or politeness,
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the two channels could express different meanings. Krebs et al. [29] used customer satisfaction data gathered from
Facebook to train a model using convolutional and recurrent neural networks (CNN and RNN) and predict the reaction
distribution for a given post. Basile et al. [30] combine NLP and sentiment analysis of Facebook reactions to build a
regression model that predicts news controversies in Italian media.
There have been several studies on community building, social interaction, and identity on Facebook and other
social-media platforms. Rohde et al. [31] and Hewitt et al. [32] were early examples of how social-media data could be
used to study inter-community interaction and identity formation online. Burke et al. [33] found that Facebook users
are more likely to respond with greater emotional intensity in both positive and negative directions to community
members’ posts if their friend networks are smaller and more greatly connected. Thagard and Kroon [34] highlighted
the role emotional consensus plays in group decision making community cohesion. Their conception of emotional
consensus was built on the idea that groups reach accord when all party members communicate the valences they
associate with each possibility. The authors argued that consensus is reached in part through rational discussion
and argument, but that we overemphasize the importance of this because we tend to believe that humans behave as
rational actors. They looked to psychological research to show that group behavior is driven much more by nonverbal
forms of communication such as “facial expressions, voices, postures, [and] movements.” In working toward consensus,
emotionally stronger positions are “contagious,” spreading through the group and finally having the greatest influence
on outcomes.
Kumar et al. [35] look at conflict and confrontations between communities on Reddit. They define communities by
the users who participate in distinct forums on the site (i.e., “subreddits”), each of which caters to specific interests
of users and are curated by page moderators. This definition of community as a well-defined space where members
frequently visit and interact with other members works well within the structure of Reddit. Reza et al. [36] label this
type of community where users understand that they are a member of a community and interact with other members
of their community more than nonmembers as explicit.
Participation on Facebook can be described as explicit, but the user experience there is not necessarily centered
around community pages, but rather around a kind of “commons” area—the news feed—where users interact with
family and friends and see content that algorithms predict will be of interest to them. Facebook members define their
interests and then receive content catered to their wants. The result is that a single user can follow and interact with
content on many different pages, often without even directly moving onto the pages from which the content originates.
Reza et al. [36] refer to participation in an unacknowledged community as implicit.
Some studies have shown that a person’s emotions, such as anger, sadness, happiness, and depression, differ from
each other in terms of the extent of their influence on other people. Rosenquist et al. [37] used a longitudinal statistical
model to analyze a social network of 12,067 people from the Framingham Heart Study [38], a long-term, ongoing
cardiovascular cohort study of residents of the city of Framingham,MA, to determine whether symptoms of depression in
a person are associated with their friends, co-workers, siblings, spouses, and neighbors. To assess depressive symptoms,
the researchers used the Center for Epidemiological Scale. The results showed that an association can be found in
people at up to three degrees of separation—i.e., from the depressive person’s friends to their friends and then to their
friends. Researchers have also studied variations of these emotions as shown by online users. Fan et al. [39] used a
multi-emotions classification model pertaining to anger, joy, disgust, and sadness to determine how these emotions
correlate on Weibo—a Chinese microblogging website. Using both Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation, they
found that different sentiments have different correlations. Their study showed that correlation among users are high
for anger and low for sad sentiments.
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Burnap et al. [40] not only included a sentiment analysis but also details pertaining to users’ prior party support to
predict the outcome of the 2015 UK general election. Having trained a model using nearly 14 million tweets and relying
on a range from extremely negative to extremely positive to describe users’ sentiments, the researchers predicted that
the Labour Party would win the election. In a similar study, Vepsalainen et al. [41] examined how Facebook “Likes”
can be used to predict election outcomes. They collected 2.7 million data-points using Facebook’s Graph API and used
Absolute Error to measure the accuracy of their predictions. In that study, the authors were surprised to find that “Likes”
were not a strong indicator of the election outcome. They look into the reasons they may have achieved this result:
skewed demographics, uneven activity by the candidates in social media, and noise in the sample.
4 METHODS
4.1 The dataset
Our dataset is made up of articles discovered through Altmetric’s online database.1 Their database holds information
about millions of scholarly articles, research studies, and news about scientific findings published in a variety of
languages and disciplines. We filtered the articles we were targeting to only those that had been shared on a public
Facebook page one or more times. We further filtered the articles to only those published in 2017. Choosing this year
accomplished three goals. (i) Reactions were released by Facebook in February 2016 [42], so any articles we looked at
had to be published after that time to have meaningful data on this feature. (ii) Whenever a new feature is rolled out, it
takes time for users to learn how to use it; Shah [43] finds that use of reactions increased from 2.4% of all interactions
in April 2016 to 5.8% by June 2016, and up to 12.8% of all interactions by June 2018; by the time of our data collection in
early 2019, a large enough subset of users were comfortable expressing themselves with the feature to warrant more
scholarly attention. (iii) By the time we began our data collection, a sufficient interval of time had passed for articles to
be widely shared and reacted to (between 15 and 30 months).
Altmetric’s database provides URLs for shares of its articles onto public Facebook pages. We used these links to query
Facebook’s Graph API for information about user reactions to the posts. This process is limited to 200 queries per hour,
with each individual query retrieving (i) the click-based reactions, (ii) the number of “Reshares” that post received, and
(ii) any text included with the share for one share of an article onto a public page. Some articles are shared many times
to many different pages; for these, we collected the information for each post and summed all of the reactions into a
total reaction score. We did not collect information on the comments added to the posts by users, nor on the article
“Reshares.” The range of article shares in our dataset was between 1 and 362. The median number of shares that articles
in our dataset received was 1. The mean number of shares was 2.30 with a standard deviation of 4.57. Clearly, the
distribution of article shares is skewed right—a minority of articles received many times the average number of shares.
We collected data on 356,664 shares of 149,747 scientific articles. Most of the collecting was undertaken between
March and July 2019. For this study, however, we were interested in exploring how Facebook users are employing
click-based reactions; we thus limit the articles we were looking at to only those that had received one or more of the
five special reaction. Our final filtered dataset included 33,662 articles shared onto 178,403 public Facebook pages, all of
which received a total of 6,418,053 click-based reactions and 2,051,299 “Reshares.”
For each article, our dataset includes: article title, article abstract, article publication date, the number of public
Facebook pages the article was shared onto, and the number of click-based reactions of each category. It also records the
text, if any, that was included along with the post. There are also several features that record article topics: “Subjects,”
1https://www.altmetric.com/
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Reaction Statistics
Mean Std. Dev. Min. 25% 50% 75% Max.
Like 171.2 1169.1 0 13 37 107 156,613
Love 6.5 49.3 0 1 1 3 6,026
Wow 6.3 52.9 0 0 0 2 4,120
Laughter 1.3 26.9 0 0 0 0 4,162
Sad 2.8 34.7 0 0 0 0 2,778
Anger 2.6 48.6 0 0 0 0 3,978
Reshares 60.9 386.1 0 3 11 37 38,272
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the six click-based reactions and “Reshares.”
which includes the subject areas pertinent to each article that were selected by the authors; “Scopus subjects,” which
is the subject areas that are recorded in each article’s entry in the Scopus database; and “Publisher subjects,” which
records the subject areas of the journals in which the articles are published. Each of these features can contain one,
many, or no subject(s) per article.
In our data collection process, we took the utmost care to respect Altmetric’s and Facebook’s specifications for how
and why their data can be accessed and used. We prioritized avoidance of collecting personally identifying information
regarding specific social-media users. Our interests were only in the ways people interact as a whole with scholarly
content on social media platforms, not in how specific user’s beliefs or opinions may influence their behavior. We
recognize that identifying information could in some instances be inferred a posteriori from some of the data we collect;
however, our method of data collection does not target anything that could be used to consistently identify individual
users.
4.2 Feature analysis and transformation
Before outlining how we transformed and used the features in our dataset to measure emotional valence, diversity, and
intensity, we will first describe some of the basic patterns and relationships we found in our data that informed the
decisions we made. Finding the appropriate way to assign importance to this feature or that requires knowledge of
what each one signifies and how the features interact with one another. Changes to features must be made carefully
and with much deliberation, as important information can be lost or disfigured through the transformation process.
4.2.1 Feature analysis. Click-based reactions are not evenly distributed throughout the dataset. Figure 2a shows the
total number of each reaction type in our dataset. We see that there are more “Likes” than any other reaction by an
order of magnitude. Among the five special reactions, “Love” and “Wow” are prevalent while negatively valenced
reactions such as “Sad” and “Anger” are less common. Likewise, Table 1 shows descriptive statistics on the six click-based
reactions and “Reshares.” We might hypothesize that Facebook users are more likely to react positively toward scientific
content (or to content on the platform in general), or that positively valenced scientific content is more likely to be
propagated through the platform. We might also think that these positive reactions are more common because they are
more physically accessible to the user than negatively valenced reactions. While these hypotheses may well carry some
weight, we can learn more through closer scrutiny of reaction usage. There are three main factors we will consider when
looking at Figure 2a: (i) the historical timeline in which Facebook released reactions, (ii) the layout of the Facebook user
interface, and (iii) the closeness in semantic meaning of the terms “Like,” “Love,” and “Wow.”
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Fig. 2. Subfigure (a) shows the distribution of click-based reactions from our dataset; (b) is a heatmap of the Spearman correlation
coefficients between click-based reactions to posts and “Reshares.” Both visualize values before feature transformation.
First, “Like” was the original reaction provided by Facebook. Between 2004 and 2016, “Like” and “Reshare” were
the only click-based reactions available on the platform. By the time the five special reactions were released in 2016,
users were well accustomed to using “Likes” to respond to a variety of content (for example, positively and negatively
valenced posts). It follows that even with the more extensive reaction palette, users were still more likely to employ
“Likes” out of habit. Second, the five special reactions are reached in the user interface by hovering over the “Like” button
to open the special reaction palette. “Sad” and “Anger” are positioned on the far right side of the palette and therefore
take the most effort and intention for the user to select, while the “Like,” “Love,” “Laughter,” and “Wow” reactions are
grouped on the left side of the palette. The ease with which a user can click “Like” and that reaction’s spatial association
with “Love” and “Wow” might account for these reactions’ prevalence in our dataset. This argument is cogent, but can
only be extended so far.
Finally, the term “Like” is more semantically related to “Love” and “Wow” (as in amazement or awe) than any other
of the reactions. Further, the icon that represents a “Like” is a thumbs-up, a gesture of support and agreement that
generally expresses positive sentiment; its positivity can be more closely tied to “Love” (which is represented by a heart)
and “Wow” (represented by an amazed face). These associations account for at least some of the use of this feature.
We should be careful, however, not to stretch this semantic correlation too far. For example, we might be surprised
to find that friend’s post about a deceased relative or personal hardship has received “Likes”; clearly these responses
are not meant to show that his or her friends are happy about the circumstances, but rather that they are expressing
something more akin to solidarity or sympathy. This example shows that the use of the “Like” reaction is not necessarily
tied to its semantic meaning. Table 2, shows the proportion of articles in our dataset that contain each reaction type.
Table 3 shows the proportion of articles in our dataset that received at least one of both reactions in each pairing,
provide evidence for this effect. We can tell by comparing the proportions of articles with “Likes” and other reactions
(row 1 of Table 3) to the values in Table 2 that “Likes” are paired with all other reactions almost any time the five special
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Proportion
Like 0.987
Love 0.757
Wow 0.487
Laughter 0.131
Sad 0.174
Anger 0.116
Table 2. Proportion of articles that received
one or more of each reaction.
/3.5
Like Love Wow Laughter Sad Anger
Like - 0.750 0.483 0.130 0.172 0.115
Love - 0.310 0.102 0.097 0.067
Wow - 0.098 0.116 0.081
Laughter - 0.049 0.043
Sad - 0.076
Anger -
Table 3. Proportion of articles that contain one or more of each reaction per pair
of reactions.
reactions are used. The correlations in Figure 2b indicate that “Likes” co-vary with “Love” and “Wow” reactions, but
that does not mean that they are not paired with other reaction types as well.
Since “Love” and “Wow” share a semantic and physical closeness to the “Like” reaction, we would expect not
only to see that they also are used more frequently, but also that the usage of these features can be shown to have
positive correlation. Figure 2b displays the Spearman correlation coefficients between features. There is a high positive
correlation between “Like,” “Love,” and “Wow.” Our intuition that where we see “Likes” increase, we also expect “Love”
or “Wow” reactions to increase also is supported by our data. The negatively valenced reactions “Sad” and “Anger” are
also highly correlated with each other. The high positive correlation between “Reshares” and “Like,” “Love,” and “Wow”
reactions leads us to believe that positive content is more widely shared and reacted to on Facebook—a finding that
goes against the conclusion of studies such as [39], which showed that negative emotions lead to greater interaction
and dispersion across social networks.
For precisely these reasons, we should not undervalue the appearance of less common reactions such as “Anger”
or “Sad.” Their appearance on an article represents more intentionality and effort on the part of a user to provide a
specific response. Because positive reactions are the expected mode of response, and because negative reactions take
more effort for user to apply, we decided to weight the different kinds of reactions by the inverse proportion of our
expectation of seeing a reaction of that type.
4.2.2 Feature transformation. Articles in our dataset are not equally reacted to. A share of an article on one page may
result in thousands of responses, while sharing that same article onto another page may result in no reactions at all.
The number of reactions may be a signal that a post or article evokes a strong response from users, but it is difficult to
account for the context, such as the number of people who saw the post. How many users follow public pages varies
from page to page and so the visibility of a post on each page will also vary. It is also difficult to account for Facebook’s
algorithms that propagate posts into users’ news feeds.
Our method of weighting the click-based reactions is based on the probability with which we would expect to
find them on any given article. Weights were determined using a method that is related to Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF)—a method of setting the relative importance of terms within a body of documents that
is used in many information-retrieval and recommendation systems today. We refer to the weighting procedure we
used as Reaction Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (RF-IDF).
We changed the raw reaction counts for each article into a proportion of all the click-based reactions the article
received. For example, if an article received 6 “Likes,” 1 “Love,” and 2 “Wow” reactions, we would transform those values
into 6/(6 + 1 + 2) “Likes,” 1/9 “Love,” and 2/9 “Wow” reactions. We then logarithmically scaled these values. The result
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of this transformation gave us the Reaction Frequencies (RFdr ) (Equation 1), where dr is the count that a given document
d received for a certain reaction r , and R is the list of all six click-based reactions.
RFdr = log
dr∑
r ∈R dr
(1)
Next, we needed to reward the rare reactions and penalize the common reactions and to determine the appropriate
weights for each reaction type. To do this, we found the probability that a given kind of reaction will be applied to a
random article, which is found by taking the number of articles in our dataset that had that reaction type and dividing
that number by the number of articles in our dataset. The Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is the natural logarithm
of the inversion of this probability. This value gave us the IDF for each reaction type (Equation 2), where |D | is the
number of articles in the dataset and |Dr | is the number of articles in the dataset that received certain reaction r .
IDFr = log
|D |
|Dr | (2)
Finally we computed the RF-IDF by multiplying the logarithmically scaled proportion of each reaction type for each
article by the IDF for that kind of reaction, as shown in Equation 3.
RF-IDFdr = RFdr · IDFr (3)
4.3 Metrics of emotional diversity and intensity
With our transformed click-based reactions, we developed metrics to measure the valence, intensity, and diversity of
user responses to the articles in our dataset. Valence is the most simple of the three metrics. Since it represents the
positive or negative direction toward which a response tends, we had to determine the signals of positive and negative
emotions coded in reactions. “Love” and “Anger” are relatively straight forward, having positive and negative valence
respectively. The “Sad” reaction could be used to express sympathy or solidarity with a person who has undergone some
difficulty, but in the set of posts we are studying it is not likely that users are consistently sharing personal experiences
in their posts or research that could inspire this type of sympathetic reaction. Figure 2 shows a very high correlation
coefficient between “Anger” and “Sad”—indeed this pair of features have the highest correlation of all feature pairs.
This provides evidence for the idea that these two reactions share a common valence.
To determine the valence of each article, we thus checked to see whether the value of its “Love” reactions was greater
than that of its “Sad” and “Anger” reactions, as shown in Equation 4.
dvalence =

−1, if (dsad + danдer ) > dlove
+1, else
(4)
Next we computed the intensity of the response for each article in our dataset. In conceiving our metric, we started with
the observation that when providing a click-based reaction to any post on Facebook, each user gets exactly one reaction
they can provide, not including “Reshares” which can be selected by a user who has “Liked” or provided one of the five
special reactions. By choosing to select one of the special reactions over the default “Like” a user is demonstrating a
desire for a more specific response. We interpret this intention and effort as a sign of a stronger emotional reaction.
With this observation in mind, we considered intensity as the ratio of the five special reactions to the sum of the six
click-based reactions. We began by summing all the reactions for a given document d , as shown in Equation 5.
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dtotal_r eacts = dl ike + dlove + dwow + dlauдhter + dsad + danдer (5)
We then summed up the five special reactions and divided them by the total click-based reactions, as shown in Equation 6.
This bounded our intensity metric between [0,1], where 0 represents an article that received “Like” reactions but nothing
else, and 1 being the score of an article that received only the special reactions; bounding our metric in this way
facilitated comparison between articles. We designed our intensity metric to be sensitive to posts that receive a low
reaction count. It was important to us that it be able to identify posts that receive strong signals of emotional intensity
without relying on the sheer quantity of reactions.
dintensity =
dlove + dwow + dlauдhter + dsad + danдer
dtotal_r eacts
(6)
Finally, we developed a metric to measure the diversity of user responses to each article. Diversity measures how
many of the different special reaction types are present for a given article as well as how evenly distributed those
reactions are. We disregarded the “Like” reaction for our diversity measure. As discussed above, this reaction is quite
flexible in use and relies on context for meaning. We use Jensen-Shannon distance (JSD), which uses entropy and
Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure the difference between two probability distributions, as the basis for our metric.
JSD is found by taking the square root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence score. We preferred JS distance over JS
divergence because the former is a true metric of distance and has been shown to satisfy triangle inequality. This latter
property improves our ability to compare the results for multiple articles. We preferred JSD over Kullback-Leibler
divergence because the latter measure has no upper bound, making comparison between different observations of the
measurement difficult.
We took as a given that the highest diversity of reaction types that could be observed is a uniform spread of types
where each reaction is present in equal proportion, and recorded the JSD between this uniform and our observed
distribution. JSD is a (0,1) bounded value, where (in our case) 0 indicates that the observed distribution is uniform and 1
shows that an observed distribution varies greatly from uniform (i.e., has only one type of special reaction).
JSD(P ∥ Q) =
√
1
2KLD(P ∥ M) +
1
2KLD(Q ∥ M) (7)
where P and Q are two distributions,M = 12 (P +Q), and KLD(P ∥ Q) is Kullback-Leibler divergence. Since a uniform
distribution, which represents the most diversity an article can receive, will produce 0, we took the complement value:
ddiversity = 1 − JSD(θd ∥ U{0, 1}) (8)
where θd is the distribution of the five special reactions to a given article d and U{0, 1} is the discrete uniform
distribution from [0,1].
Our metrics are designed to be combined to allow further comparison across articles. For example, diversity evaluates
how many different reactions are present on a given article, but not how many reactions are present, or the proportion
of the five special reactions to all click-based reactions. By multiplying the diversity by the intensity as displayed in
Equation 9, we are able to identify articles that received both an intense response, as well as a response that has many
different emotions present.
ddivint_index = ddiversity · dintensity (9)
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We can also combine valence and intensity scores to produce a polarity score, which reports both strength and direction
of a response (Equation 10).
dpolar ity = dvalence · dintensity (10)
4.4 Training a topic model
Our interest lies beyond how individuals are responding to specific scientific articles: we want to use our data to gain
a better understanding of aggregate emotional responses to areas of science. To do so, we wanted to group papers
in as logical a manner as possible. We initially considered using the “Scopus subject” tags that were associated with
each article in the Altmetric dataset, but a great number of articles were missing this feature. Furthermore, users who
respond to a post do not necessarily click the link to open the article and read the content before reacting, as shown
in [21]. It follows that users are reacting to the content they directly encounter: the Facebook post. As such, we wanted
to find ways to maintain as much of the granular detail of the post texts as possible. Following this line of reasoning,
we trained our topic model on the texts included with the article shares of each article.
We took the following steps in building our LDA topic model. We began by combining each text that accompanied
shares of a given article. Each article can be shared many times, therefore our “texts” were of widely varying length.
LDA topic models are especially powerful tools for handling data of this kind [18]. These posts can also be in a variety
of languages, so we kept only texts that were in English. We cleaned the texts, removing hyperlinks, punctuation,
email addresses, and hashtags. We then created bi-grams and tri-grams (common groupings of two and three words,
respectively) from our tokenized texts. We removed stop words such as “the” and “and,” as well as lemmatized each
word, which involves removing inflected endings to transform each word into its dictionary form (e.g., making plural
nouns singular and changing verbs into their infinitive form). Finally, we removed words that appeared in less than
fifteen documents and those that were in more than half the documents. The result was the corpus we used to train our
model.
We used the LDA model from Python’s Gensim library [44]. Selecting the number of topics t that a model should
identify can be time-consuming. The number may change depending on the goal a researcher has for a model or by the
form of their data. Our goal was interpretability: we wanted to be able to easily grasp what a given topic is about, as
well as to be able to distinguish one topic from another with relative ease. We also wanted the number of topics to
reflect the number of fields we would expect to see in our dataset. There were about thirty different Scopus subject
labels (e.g., physics, biochemistry, computer science) applied to the articles in our dataset. We reasoned that setting t
somewhere between 15 and 40 would give an appropriate representation of the fields we expect to see in our set.
We trained seven LDA models, each with a different value of t across the range: 15 ≤ t ≤ 50. We compared our
models based on their topic coherence scores (CS), which is a measurement that tests the degree of semantic similarity
between the most representative words in each topic. A higher CS score usually indicates that a model has better
identified distinctive topics. The highest coherence score in our set of models was CS(t = 20) = 0.515. We then used
our model with t = 20 transform the post texts into a distribution of topics. LDA returns the probability that each
topic is present for a given document, so we selected the topic that had the highest probability of being present to
represent each article. For example, if document x had the topic distribution of [t1 = 0.7, t2 = 0.3], we would label it as
representing topic t1. Table 4 shows: (i) the twenty discovered topics, (ii) the number of articles in which each topic was
the most representative, and (iii) the ten most representative words in each topic.
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Topic no. Article count Top ten words
1 1,506 australia, australian, public, year, government, national, country, policy, would, migraine
2 4,045 study, increase, show, may, high, find, level, result, low, effect
3 7,929 not, people, time, say, make, take, do, may, get, many
4 613 health, care, need, school, learn, support, practice, student, provide, help
5 378 vitamin, diet, exercise, risk, health, muscle, protein, intake, eat, body
6 3 state, power, law, grant, core, centre, fire, press, panel, legal
7 852 species, population, human, ancient, new, region, area, find, reveal, modern
8 125 vaccine, disease, infection, immune system, bacteria, cause, gut, protect, virus, microbiome
9 168 planet, light, space, earth, sun, mass, scientist, hot, star, observation
10 98 glyphosate, food, exposure, plant, animal, environmental, soil, crop, chemical, organic
11 64 disorder, autism, mental, depression, stress, cognitive, physical, self, behavior, social
12 8 death, die, skin, florida, emergency, sea, travel, page, kill, cat
13 105 use, alcohol, cannabis, health, drug, risk, product, opioid, fda, harm
14 318 ice, water, climate change, energy, global, climate, loss, change, air, growth
15 31 child, age, old, young, adult, injury, infant, parent, family, year
16 17 woman, man, mother, baby, pregnancy, risk, birth, female, male, girl
17 931 use, system, method, technology, datum, model, device, network, process, base
18 1,660 patient, pain, treatment, risk, cancer, disease, dose, medical, chronic, medicine
19 4,417 new, research, read, article, science, publish, paper, journal, scientist, nature
20 2,157 brain, cell, human, dna, function, neuron, mouse, protein, gene, genetic
Table 4. The twenty topics discovered by our LDA model with the number of articles where that topic was the most prominent, as
well as the top ten words representing each topic.
4.5 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
We were interested in testing whether the observed values of our metrics for a subset of articles belonging to a given
topic significantly diverge from the values among the rest of the articles. To accomplish this, we used the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test). The KS test is a non-parametric statistical test of two continuous, one-dimensional
probability distributions. It makes no assumptions about the normality of either distribution, and tests whether the
two distributions were sampled from the same populations (or populations with identical distributions). The KS test
gives two values: (1) the KS statistic, which is derived from the largest distance (known as the supremum) between the
cumulative distributions of the two distributions, and (2) a p-value that indicates the significance of the observed KS
statistic. The question this p-value answers can be stated as follows: if we assume that the two samples come from the
same population, what is the likelihood of observing a given distance between these distributions? A small p-value
(p < .05) indicates that the probability of seeing such a difference from samples out of the same population is low,
and that we can reject the null hypothesis—which in this case indicates that the two samples come from the same
population. We formulate our hypotheses in the following way:
H0 : P = Q
H1 : P , Q
where P and Q are the two samples used as input for the KS test, H0 is the null hypothesis, in which the two samples
come from the same population, and H1 represents the case in which we reject the null hypothesis.
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Fig. 3. Subfigure (a) is a hexplot showing the distribution of articles in our dataset with regard to the divint index and the logarithmically
scaled “Reshare” count; a regression line is plotted, showing a positive correlation between the two features; (b) shows the distribution
of articles by polarity (valence · intensity).
We set our test up as follows. (i) We chose to perform our tests with two of our metrics: diversity and polarity. (ii)
We selected several topics that we hypothesized would have distributions of these metrics that departed significantly
from the rest of the articles. We chose topics 1 (government), 8 (vaccines), 16 (gender), and 20 (genetics) to test for
significantly diversity scores, and topics 8 (vaccines), 10 (agriculture/environmental science), 13 (drug and alcohol), and
14 (climate change) for polarity scores. (iii) We set the significance level needed to reject the null hypothesis at α = 0.05.
The KS test produces a two-tailed p-value, therefore we can reject H0 only if p < 0.025 or p > 0.975, and fail to reject it
otherwise. (iv) For each test, we partitioned our data into two groups: the articles representing the given topic and all
other articles. (v) We then performed the KS test with the distributions of each metric on these given samples.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3a displays the distribution of articles along two feature axes: the divint index on the x-axis and the logarithmically
scaled “Reshare” count on the y-axis. We see that the majority of articles fall within the range of 0.3–0.4 for divint index
score (µ = 0.322,med . = 0.313, and SD = 0.117) and relatively few “Reshares” (statistics of this feature are shown in
Table 1). As the divint index of an article increases, the likelihood of it being “Reshared” also increases slightly. This
relationship is shown with a regression line plotted in red through the figure.
The distribution of the polarity scores is shown in Figure 3b. Though there are more articles that received a positive
polarity score, the negative polarity scores are clustered closer to the extreme values. A majority of the articles (80%)
received positive valence, but the most papers in any range are clustered around -1. There are around 3,250 articles
that received a polarity score of -1, compared to only 1,250 that received a polarity score of 1. There is a significant
drop-off of articles in the range [-0.6, 0]. This behavior should not surprise us: we saw in Figure 2 that “Likes” were not
correlated with “Sad” or “Anger” reactions, but they were highly correlated with “Love” reactions. Increased presence
of “Love” reactions tend to occur with increase “Like” reactions, necessarily lowering the intensity score of these cases.
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Topic Test results
Topic No. Keywords KS statistic p-value
Diversity
1 government 0.024 0.4
8 vaccines 0.077 0.429
16 gender 0.107 0.984
20 genetics 0.063 0.000
Polarity
8 vaccines 0.068 0.596
10 agr./env. science 0.151 0.021
13 drugs & alcohol 0.085 0.421
14 climate change 0.068 0.106
Table 5. The results of our two-sample KS tests performed for diversity and polarity scores of four topics each.
On the other hand, increased “Sad” or “Anger” reactions do not tend accompany increased “Like” reactions, pushing the
intensity score higher.
Our finding that Facebook users generally react positively to research is in accord with other studies that find that
people are more likely to share positive than negative content [45]; but our results also indicate that people tend
to react with stronger intensity when they have a negative reaction, as seen by the relative lack of articles in the
moderately negative range (-0.6, 0] and the large number of papers with a score of -1. Besley and Nisbet [46] find
that scientists view the public as “emotional” (as opposed to “rational”) and “fear-prone” when it comes to accepting
scientific findings. The prominence of positive emotional reactions expressed toward the articles in our dataset suggests
that the “emotional” response to science is on average supportive. Because negative reactions or criticism are more
salient to a given person [7, 12], it is plausible that these negative reactions stand out more for scientists—especially in
cases in which they are more intense. It may be that these negatively valenced but intense reactions disproportionately
shape scientists’ impressions of the public.
The results of the KS tests are presented in Table 5. For diversity scores, topics 16 and 20 showed significant deviations
from the rest of the dataset. For polarity scores, only topic 10 showed a deviation significant enough to reject the null
hypothesis. The KS test is known to be more likely to result in a failure to reject the null hypothesis when testing with
samples of relatively smaller sizes. Topic 16 (gender) only had 17 articles representing the sample, and so we were
especially surprised to find such a significant result showing for a sample size so small.
We were also surprised by cases in which we failed to reject the null hypothesis—especially for either metric with
topic 8 (vaccines). Negative emotional reactions to research about vaccines are widely visible and talked about on
social-media platforms, but our data indicates that negative reactions on this subject do not significantly deviate from
how users respond to research as a whole. It may be the case that because we are tracking scientific articles through
Altmetric’s database, we are only seeing the responses to vaccine research by those who already accept the scientific
findings in that field. To find dissenting opinions we would have to look outside the domain of scientific research.
The distribution of reactions we saw in Figure 2a may be the result of our choice of domain for this study. If we
were to study, for example, articles in major news outlets it is possible that we would find a higher representation of
negative emotions. In targeting shares of scholarly research, we have chosen a domain that is generally considered
to be emotionally neutral—though it is not entirely without controversial topics. But even looking at popular news
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sources, we hypothesize that negative reactions would flag behind positive reactions for the very same reasons (their
high correlation with “Likes” and the marginal amount of extra work it takes for users to select them).
Much social-media research is predictive in nature. The models developed by people working in this field often use
features from altmetrics to predict what research outcomes will be important, who the rising stars in a field are [47],
or to discover surprising articles that may have otherwise been overlooked [48]. The approach we presented in this
paper for feature transformation and generation could also be used in predictive tasks. Predictive models also rely on
in-depth knowledge of the data used for training and testing; the analysis we present here could thus stand as the basis
for other researchers who are interested in predicting outcomes of science using social-media data.
We used our metrics to identify aggregate emotional reactions to fields of science, rather than to individual articles,
but our approach could be used for individual posts as well. Content managers or platforms might want to find negative
or controversial content quickly and efficiently in order to improve user experiences. It could also help scientists and
researchers better understand the role they play in shaping the emotional dynamics in broader society. Our metrics
provide a way to identify this type of material that is sensitive to sparse reaction profiles so that appropriate responses
can be made quickly and efficiently when necessary.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented a new approach toward the analysis of click-based reactions. We refined this approach
through the analysis of a dataset of Facebook reactions to scholarly articles posted on public pages and used it to explore
the emotional responses users have to scientific topics. We suggested a method of transforming click-based reactions
for analysis that was modeled after the TF-IDF statistic. We drew on concepts from behavioral psychology to develop
several metrics for measuring aggregate user behavior with these transformed features. Finally, we used LDA topic
modeling and statistical testing to find surprising emotional responses to scientific topics.
Finding instances of emotional diversity or strong intensity can be beneficial in understanding community dynamics.
Conflict and division can be the fault lines on which groups divide, and discovering ways to identify them and make
interventions if necessary can improve member cohesion. These lines of division also allow us to appreciate the diversity
that exists on many online platforms. Following the contributions of this paper, we plan on using social network
analysis to gain better knowledge of how emotions spread within scientific communities. We will investigate the ways
emotions affect the dispersion of disinformation and misinformation online, and the role they play in the effective
communication of findings to non-experts. Exploring these and other related questions will eventually lead to better
outcomes for research and will improve our understanding of the influence emotions have in shaping communication
between scientists and the public.
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